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Mr. Sherga founded EcoStrate in 2013 after developing a patentpending technology to recycle postconsumer waste into durable
substrate and end-user products. As CEO of EcoStrate, Mr.
Sherga is responsible for corporate oversight of the Company,
including operations, corporate marketing and finance. In
addition, Mr. Sherga is responsible for driving Company sales
and developing strategic relationships.
With 35 years of experience, Mr. Sherga is a recognized leader
in the recycling and plastics industries and has pioneered many
initiatives and processes regarding plastics recycling and re-use. Some of these initiatives
involved being one of the first injection molders to successfully recycle PC carpet into largescale parts for the wastewater industry. Over the years, Mr. Sherga has been involved with other
projects and technologies related to recycling carpet and other challenging materials. Mr. Sherga
began his career with Muehlstein and has managed and initiated numerous large scale projects
and strategies related to recycling, energy, materials recovery and sustainable solutions. Mr.
Sherga sold two provisional patents to Intellectual Ventures and served as a Director at Infiltrator
Systems, a leading olefins recycler, until it was sold to Graham Partners. Following the
transaction, Graham Partners engaged Mr. Sherga to evaluate numerous investment and
acquisition opportunities in plastics recycling. Additionally, Mr. Sherga has served as an advisor
to Heritage Environmental Services with respect to plastics and recycling focused transactions.
Mr. Sherga assisted in the creation of the plastics recycling division for the Institute of Scrap
Recycling Industries (ISRI) and currently sits on the Society of Plastics Industry Recycling
Committee. Additionally, Mr. Sherga is an advisor for Arion Partners, a private equity firm with
a focus on the plastics and recycling industries and serves on the Board of a pioneering
electronics recycling firm named RETRACE.
Mr. Sherga served as a trustee to Stephens College in Columbia, Missouri for six years, advising
on leadership and sustainability. He has also conducted workshops on innovation and materials
re-use for companies such as Pepsi, Koch Industries, Dow and Sabic Materials.
rsherga@ecostrate.net
(214) 693-7792

The Vision of NSAC
The United States attains a circular economy.
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